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    WALKING 
Today we walked from A to B and from B to C and from C to home. 

We walked with Prof. Gerry Kearns, Maynooth University, around the city of  Cork holding a 
1893s map of  Cork City; we walked along his stories and his thoughts. Words were heard 
among the sound of  footsteps, traffic passing by, the sound of  birds above our heads, …
Certain words that flew above me such as Male Gaol, Asylum, Barracks, Female Gaol, and 
the shaky bridge left an imprint on me. 

I noticed his pair of  blue shoes and someone else’s red shoes , but did not dare to take a 
picture of  them, though I took pictures of  the things that found during the guided walk that 
brought us from UCC to the Shaky Bridge by the Mardyke Walk. 

I had from time to time looked at the 1893s map of  Cork and realised the beauty of  the map 
itself, I even noticed the shape of  the River Lee as it divides itself  into many small and not so 
small streams. 

The title of  his walk was “From Panopticon to Arcade: Stories of  Bodily Discipline in the 
Asylum.” Panopticon from the Greek παν- ('all') and —οπτικος (‘seeing’), a type of  survey 
house and Arcade meaning a series of  arches one next to each other, and with the purpose to 
give shelter to pedestrians. 

A guided walk of  bodies, of  bodies being watched by those passers by and by those surveys 
cameras that might have been on or off, we cannot know. 
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I was amazed about the stories that Cork has hidden within his military and religious walls. 
Wondering how many people that passes everyday along these streets and by those buildings 
with such a history, are aware of  the history that is kept within. Would it make any difference 
in their lives? 

My life has not changed since the walk but for sure it has been shifted a little bit and made me 
more aware of  the past and so to understand certain things of  the present moment. 
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